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The future is coming ... but still one day at a time

The retail and consumer products industry is hungry to
predict the future, yet most predictions are prophetic,
not practical. We took a different approach – looking
deeply into the data and macro forces to highlight seven
trends that are fueling the industry in the United States.
attempt to explain everything from bitcoin to DNA

Disruptive forces

sequencing. Ultimately though, the law posits that
technology is advancing at an advancing rate as

The disruptive forces we identified aren’t new or

measured by price/performance ratio of computing

unique to the current competitive environment in

power. And, looking at technology advancement

the United States. However, the way they manifest

and its impact on the retail and consumer products

themselves is often unique. More importantly, it is

market, it’s hard to argue against the idea of the

the interplay of these tectonic forces that creates

ever-faster rate of technology advancement and the

the threats and opportunities that retailers and

disruptive force it creates.

consumer products makers must react to in order
to navigate a disrupted environment. Here are the

Economic pressures abound

four disruptive forces:

Although they’re often overlooked in the discussion
on disruption, all competitive markets are subject

Consumer preferences are changing

to changing economic pressures and constraints.

The truth is that the consumer is changing, but not

Economic factors such as consumer economic

necessarily in the ways we usually hear or think of.

strength, health care costs, employment conditions,

The changes occur at the confluence of cultural,

cost basis, cost of capital, and overall economic

social, economic, competitive, and technology

stability have the potential to bring about rapid

options – and appear as choices. We must not

change and come with significant

confuse choice with change. Today’s consumer is a

disruptive potential.

construct of the growing economic pressure and
Market forces are shifting

evolving environment around them.

Markets are certainly shaped by consumers and
Technology is advancing – at an

technology, but perhaps of equal importance are

accelerating rate

the market forces that shape the competitive

Moore’s Law, as first coined by Gordon Moore in

landscape. Changing barriers to entry, regulation,

1965, defines the pace of technology advancement

trade policy, or the threat of a global pandemic are

of computing power. Moore’s Law has been hotly

all examples of market forces that have the

debated and challenged, but to date, continues to

potential to significantly disrupt status quo.

hold true with respect to silicon computing chips.
Others have expanded on Moore’s Law in an
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Foreword
A South African perspective

T

not bode well for retailers. However, green shoots

HE TRUTH IS that trends and disruptors that
have been identified in this study have also

have been emerging, signalling a rebound of

played a key role in the South African retail

economic activity, with real GDP growth of 3.3%
estimated in 2021.D

market. While the trends affecting the global
landscape are the same, the ability and the extent
to which South African retailers have reacted to

In this report, we have provided a South African

these trends and the timing of these in

viewpoint for each of the trends identified in the

interventions differs.

research. Our aim has been to highlight areas
which we believe retailers and consumer

For starters, the African marketplace context is

companies should take note of into the future. We

quite different. Market structures vary and there is

hope that this report provides some insights that

a large gap in retail sophistication between formal

will prove valuable to you as you reflect upon the

and informal formats. Physical infrastructure, the

impact of these trends on your own business. All

availability of fit for purpose retail real estate and

that is left is for me to wish you a safe and

logistics play a key role in the retail footprint and

successful holiday trading season. Please reach out

the last mile. Sourcing strategy, suitability and

to me or any of my colleagues should you wish to

availability of product at the right price point are

unpack what these trends could mean for your

also key to success in the market. From a consumer

specific consumer organisation.

perspective, tastes and purchasing behaviour vary
which increases the challenge of satisfying
consumer needs across multiple customer
Rodger George

segments in the market.

Consumer Industry Leader
For example, South African consumers have

Deloitte Consulting Africa

regained some confidence as the economy has

rogeorge@deloitte.co.za

re-opened after strict lockdown restrictions, yet
consumer confidence has remained in negative
territory, and the recovery of both consumer
confidence and household income to levels prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic could still take some
time.A The pandemic too has had devastating
effects on unemployment, with a total of 2.2
million jobs estimated to have been lost between
April and June 2020 alone,B and the economy is
expected to decline by -7.8% in 2020.C This does
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The desire to know
In roughly 560 BC, Croesus, the then ruler of Greece, was contemplating war
with the Persians. As such, he sought out the most famous futurist at the time, the
Oracle at Delphi. The Oracle told him: “If Croesus goes to war, he will destroy a
great empire.” Pleased by her answer, Croesus went out to meet the Persian army.
The battle was fierce, but ultimately ended with the destruction of Croesus’ army
and his capture at the hands of the Persians.
Croesus was furious and told the Persians how he had been misled by the Oracle
at Delphi. Moved by his story, the Persians went to the Oracle to find out if Croesus
had been betrayed. The answer they got: “The Oracle had spoken the truth: a great
empire had been destroyed by Croesus – but it was his own.”

A

S CROESUS’S STORY shows, human beings
have been trying to predict the future for as
long as anyone can remember. We are

preoccupied with knowing what tomorrow will
bring – and often go to great lengths to foretell

the future.
You may be wondering what any of this has to do
with the retail and consumer products (RCP)
industry? Well, it so happens that over the last 20
years, predicting the future of retail and consumer
products seems to have become the favourite
pastime of many industry analysts, experts, and
pundits. Titles such as “Retail 2020,” “The future
of consumer products,” and similar titles abound
in the media and the larger industry.

methodology and thoroughness; researched their
accuracy; and then worked to derive insights from

We thought it fitting, as we enter into the ’20s, to

the collection of data.

take a moment to ask ourselves: “We’ve reached
2020 – so how did the industry do at predicting

What we found seemed to be a bit far-fetched, even

the future?”

humorous, at times – we came across predictions
that had completely missed the mark and

Our team spent six months surfacing, organising,

stumbled upon significant aspects of the industry’s

and reviewing 20 years of market publications that

evolution that hadn’t been mentioned anywhere.

attempted to predict the future of the RCP industry.

For instance, the global COVID-19 pandemic and

We categorised the predictions; assessed them for

its far-reaching impact is a perfect example of our
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inability to predict the future. This research led us

retail and consumer products industries. In this

to the conclusion that the industry as a whole has

article, we delve into these forces and the resultant

not been very adept at predicting the future and we

trends with the aim of informing go-forward

certainly don’t consider ourselves immune to

decisions, strategy, and investments for retail and

this criticism.

consumer products companies.

Humans have been trying
to predict the future for
as long as anyone can
remember.

COVID-19 CONSIDERATIONS
We understand that since our initial research,
the global COVID-19 pandemic has caused
unprecedented disruption, and acknowledge
there will likely be new trends and even
micro-markets that will emerge from this
as parts of the United States are affected
differently. But rather than making the
trends we have identified as less relevant,
the pandemic has seemingly accelerated
the trajectory for many of them – at least
in the near term. However, it is unclear
what the new normal will be beyond that.
This is because for the first time in history,
companies don’t have relevant historic
data to model for demand, store labour,
or products on the shelf. What’s causing
further complexity is the fact that micromarkets across the United States have been
impacted differently by COVID-19 and their
respective stay-at-home orders. Now, more
than ever, retail and consumer products
companies must look to data – and at a more
granular level – to monitor and inform their
paths forward.

However, the industry – now more than ever – is
hungry for a better understanding of the future of
retail and consumer products. But there is no
simple answer, as the forces affecting the sector –
and thereby shaping the future – are incredibly
complex and affect various sectors, companies,
markets, and products differently. To pretend that
there is a singular future – or answer – is, in our
opinion, naïve at best.
So, we dug into our research to see if we could find
a potentially better way to think about the future
evolution path of the RCP industry. We took away
from this analysis a framework of four disruptive
forces namely: consumer preferences, technology
advancement, economic pressures, and market
forces. These forces, through their interplay, have
given rise to seven trends shaping the future of the

ABOUT THE STUDY
The retail and consumer products trends were built based on analysis done by Deloitte’s InSightIQ,
which actively monitors and aggregates a diverse set of real-time consumer, macro, marketplace,
competitive, and economic data sets to better predict how and when brands can win in
the marketplace.
InSightIQ looked at more than 450 billion consumer location data points, US$150 billion+ per year
in credit and debit card transactions, sales and channel data for more than 10 000 brands, 100 000+
survey responses, economic factors, weather, and hundreds of other traditional and non-traditional
variables to make predictions about the directional trends and drivers of consumer behaviour.
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A reality check on predictions

A

S WE WORKED to catalogue the massive

it to the store to maximise perishable shelf life

collection of industry predictions from the

before expiration.

last 20 years, a common picture emerged,

along with expectations of how the RCP industry in

• Customers shopping from the convenience of

the United States would evolve. Perhaps the saving

their homes would have migrated from desktop

grace was that the majority of predictions did not

and mobile interfaces to purchasing via voice

provide a time horizon for their realisation. That

on their in-home countertop device. Also, their

said, if these predictions had come true by 2020,

refrigerators would be submitting auto-

then we’d find ourselves in an environment where:

fulfillment orders when milk (and other
groceries) levels got low.

• Most retail sales would be done online. The
traditional brick-and-mortar stores would be

Now, you could argue that since most of the

obsolete and nearing defeat to

predictions didn’t provide a time horizon, perhaps

online-only players.

these prophecies are yet to come true. Of course,
that may be the case, and much is rapidly changing

• What remained of physical retail stores would

in the current situation with COVID-19. However,

have evolved into “experiential” showcases,

when you look at the retail and consumer products

where “showrooming” is the norm and

environment today, you can’t help but recognise a

inventory levels are minimal. Also, retail-as-

very different reality. Here’s a glimpse of the

theatre would have come alive with near-field

current state:

communication, touchscreen interfaces, and
holographic “magic” mirrors.

• As of 2019, many stores have closed, dominated
by those based in malls, many more have

• Digital devices would replace store clerks,

opened, with a net increase of 2 198 stores over

enabling customers to try out products virtually,

the past three years. For every chain with a net

and algorithms would make personalised

closing of stores, five chains opened new stores

recommendations based on purchase history.

in 2019.1
• Retailers focused on discount brands and

• Socially aware consumers would be fueling the
buy-one/donate-one model, or ordering

channels have doubled their sales in the last

personalised, custom-made products produced

10 years.2

on-site and on-demand aided by 3D-printing
• Stores and offerings focused on convenience

technology and body scanners.

have led the charge, driving an estimated 67%
growth in retail.3

• The centre aisle in grocery stores would be dead,
with customers gravitating toward healthy,

• Traditional grocers have seen market share in

fresh options. The supply chain would be fully
RFID-enabled, allowing companies to

food retail sales cut by more than half, dropping

intelligently order more merchandise and ship

from 90% in 1988 to 44% in 2018.4
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• While the largest online retailer continues to

continues to be largely underpenetrated,

grow at an impressive rate, major mass

looking for the economic tipping point that

merchandisers have also been able to find their

would fuel widespread adoption.

own footing, growing by 9% in 2017–2019.5
It’s clear that a massive chasm exists between the
• Most in-store technologies have yet to make the

narrative built off a wide base of predictions and

impact many projected. Personalisation

the actual evolution of the RCP industry. For retail

technologies continue to look for their breakout

and consumer products companies, this begs the

use case. Even RFID, after 20 years of hype,

question “why.”

TRENDS THAT WERE PREDICTED TO TRANSFORM RETAIL AND CONSUMER PRODUCTS
• Entertainment and themed retail will be the wave of the future (1998)
• The future of retail will be all about personalisation (2001)
• Biometrics will be the standard form of payment (2004)
• RFID will revolutionize the supply chain (2004)
• Smart Glasses will revolutionise the retail industry (2007)
• Flash sales will be the future of retail (2011)
• Goodbye wallets (2011)
• Consumers will shift toward shopping on social media (2011)
• Body scanners will change the way we shop (2012)
• Traditional brick-and-mortar stores will become obsolete (2013)
• Drones will be the standard delivery mechanism (2013)
• Popup concepts will dominate the retail landscape (2013)
• Consumers will move from buying to renting clothes (2014)
• Dynamic pricing will be table stakes (2014)
• Facial recognition will hyper-personalise grocery recommendations (2014)
• Every home will use “dash” buttons (2014)
• Pokémon Go will inspire the changing retail environment (2014)
• Showrooming will transform stores (2014)
• 3D printing will shape the future of retail (2015)
• Department stores will be among the biggest winners in retail (2015)
• Physical retail stores will transform into showrooms (2016)
• AR and VR will transform the in-home shopping experience (2016)
• Magic mirrors will bring the experience of in-store retail to the forefront (2017)
• Robots will replace store clerks (2017)
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Missing the mark …
and opportunities

G

IVEN THE DEEP delta between the

payments, or drone delivery – that ignored

predictions and the reality of the RCP

consumer adoption, the economic reality, and

industry, we sought to understand why

regulatory hurdles in achieving that future. In

many of these predictions had missed the mark.

fact, we couldn’t identify a single technology

Our analysis revealed they shared a set of

that arrived and achieved significant industry

common flaws:

disruption within a five- to seven-year
time horizon.

• For one, many of the predictions were selfserving – they had been made by industry or

Of course, the future is always filled with

company leaders focused on selling a service

uncertainty (and hence the desire for prophecies).

and were based on commissioned surveys,

As organisations set their strategy, they are hedging

white papers, research projects, etc., all of

bets against the future and trying to determine

which usually drive toward a

which critical uncertainties are probable.

predetermined conclusion.
• Many also failed to
specify a clear time
horizon when talking
of the “future,”
thereby limiting their
value for retail and
consumer products
companies as to when

“The bigger challenge isn’t
in identifying change; it’s
the glacial speed at which
most organisations are
able to respond to it.”

However, they must
remember that no
deliberate change
becomes a disruptive force
overnight. E-commerce,
the impact of mobile
technology, the growing
power of the consumer,
competition from startups,

they could effectively

the rise of new business

incorporate these

models all impacted the

insights into their strategic planning.

industry, but none appeared so quickly that they
blindsided the stakeholders – at least not if they

• Others seemed entirely prophetic with

were paying attention. The bigger challenge isn’t in

headlines stating outlandish predictions for the

identifying change, it’s the glacial speed at which

future of retail without robust supporting

most organisations are able to respond to it. We are

analyses or data.

seeing that many organisations have accelerated the
pace at which they respond to the COVID-19

• Finally, and perhaps most common, were

pandemic. It remains to be seen if this will continue

predictions based on the rise of a specific

and who the winners might be. A number of missed

technology – such as virtual reality, mobile

opportunities remain.
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From prophetic to practical

H

AVING FIGURED OUT why many of the

observations of the changes at work, we organised

predictions had missed the mark, we set

our research into a framework of four disruptive

out to explore if there was an alternative

forces. The interplay of these forces has given rise

approach that would have been more instructive of

to a set of seven broad yet distinct, measurable

the potential evolution path of and opportunities in

trends that we believe are shaping the future of the

the RCP industry. What we determined is that the

retail and consumer product sector.

real signs were visible in the industry data, the
economic trends, and consumer insights, rather

The disruptive forces we identified aren’t new or

than in the prophecies of the pundits.

unique to the current competitive environment in
the United States. However, the way they

“If you don’t know where you
are, a map won’t help.”
— Watts Murphy, an icon of software engineering

manifest themselves is often unique. More
importantly, it is the interplay of these tectonic
forces that creates the threats and opportunities
that retailers and consumer product makers
must react to in order to navigate a disrupted
environment. Here are the four disruptive forces:

All disruptive changes appear first across these
three dimensions, then emerge as a visible trend

Consumer preferences
are changing

before growing to be a significant industry force.
This is not to say that there aren’t disruptive forces
at play – you simply have to know where to look,
how to measure, and how to interpret the data for

The truth is that the consumer is changing, but not

its predictive power.

necessarily in the ways we usually hear or think of.
The changes occur at the confluence of cultural,
social, economic, competitive, and technology

For example, even though the data showed the
economy was likely overdue for a recession, the

options, and appear as choices. We must not

negative economic impact of the COVID-19

confuse choice with change. Today’s consumer is a

pandemic still caught most companies by surprise.6

construct of the growing economic pressure and

The pandemic has fundamentally impacted every

evolving environment around them.

step of the retail and consumer products value
chain in ways that were unpredictable even a few

Technology is advancing –
at an accelerating rate

months ago. While the global pandemic was
certainly not foreseen by anyone, companies might
have been better prepared for its impact had they
been more proactive about regular

Moore’s Law, as first coined by Gordon Moore in

downturn planning.

1965, defines the pace of technology advancement
of computing power. Moore’s Law has been hotly

So, to draw into the predictive power of data and

debated and challenged, but to date, continues to

gain deep, actionable insights from our

hold true with respect to silicon computing chips.
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Others have expanded on Moore’s Law in an

Economic factors such as consumer economic

attempt to explain everything from bitcoin to DNA

strength, health care costs, employment conditions,

sequencing. Ultimately though, the law posits that

cost basis, cost of capital, and overall economic

technology is advancing at an advancing rate as

stability have the potential to bring about rapid

measured by price/performance ratio of computing

change and come with significant

power. And, looking at technology advancement

disruptive potential.

and its impact on the retail and consumer products
market, it’s hard to argue against the idea of the

Market forces are shifting

ever-faster rate of technology advancement and the
disruptive force it creates.

Markets are certainly shaped by consumers and
technology, but perhaps of equal importance are

Economic pressures abound

the market forces that shape the competitive
landscape. Changing barriers to entry, regulation,

Although they’re often overlooked in the discussion

trade policy, or the threat of a global pandemic are

on disruption, all competitive markets are subject

all examples of market forces that have the

to changing economic pressures and constraints.

potential to significantly disrupt status quo.
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Disruptive forces to be
reckoned with
The interplay of four forces is shaping
seven distinct trends redefining the
retail and consumer products industry.

Technology advancement

Changing consumer

Proliferation of brands and products
Continued margin pressure
Rise of private label
Premiumisation of products
Consolidation of platforms
Emergence of hyperfocused niche brands
Growth of oﬀ-price and discount

How these 7 trends are
fueling the evolution of
the RCP industry
Slowing digital growth
Shift to mobile continues
Shift of advertising to digital
Deteriorating impact on margin
Emergence of underpenetrated groups online
Growing social inﬂuence
Rise of omnichannel complexity continues
Shift to smaller and localised store formats
Continued store closures … for some
Divergence in mall tier performance
Distribution localised inventory
Shift to city centres
Growth of DTC
Emergence of alternative business models
Rise in rentals
Growth of secondhand markets
Development of new membership models
Shift away from cooking
Development of new models of selling advertising
Increase of services/hybrid retail oﬀerings
Convergence of health care into retail
Increased value on infrastructure driving revenue streams

Economic pressures

Commoditisation and
premiumisation

Digital success
grows elusive

Smaller and
closer

New models,
growing
impact

Growth fueled by convenience
Convenience stores expand
Expectations around delivery heightened
Reconﬁguration of physical locations
Increased supply chain complexity
Growth in sustainability-focused marketing
Divergence of healthier and unhealthier customers
Rise of healthy fast-casual
Increased transparency
Decrease in alcohol consumption
Rising demand for fresh food and food safety

Market forces

Convenience as the
new battleground

Health and sustainability
... for some

Consolidation of market share in retail
Fragmentation in consumer products
Decreased volatility of market share
Shift in share
Increased vertical integration

Fragmentation
and consolidation

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Seven trends shaping the
future of retail and
consumer products

B

Trend 1: Commoditisation and
premiumisation of products

EHIND WHAT BRANDS report to the street,
behind every decline in sales, behind each
drop in customer satisfaction (CSAT) scores,

there are millions of independent decisions taken

Technology advancements have struck down entry

by consumers on what they want to buy and how

barriers to markets, increasing access to and for

they want to buy it. These decisions are captured in

consumers. The resulting explosion of choices is

data (through both traditional and non-traditional

visible in the ever-expanding range of products,

sources), which gives data immense power – the

brands, companies, and channels on the market.

power to predict the probable future.

For example, grocery stores today stock five times
as many products as they did in the 1990s.7 And

So, rather than prophesying the future, we listened

these products are being purchased via multiple

to the data, and it spoke to us. We looked as deeply

channels, with 73% of consumers using a mix of

as we could into the data to glean individual

physical stores, e-commerce, digital apps, social

consumer behaviors, actions, and preferences. The

commerce, and marketplace platforms to buy

aim was to understand the behavioural shifts

products, adding to the competitive mix and

consumers are making and how these are

complexity.8

impacting retail and
consumer products brands.
We examined the data
through the lens of the
consumer and macro forces

Rather than prophesying the future, we
listened to the data, and it spoke to us.

at play to understand the past and current state of

For product-makers, it’s become easier to reach out

the industry; we also considered differences in sub-

directly to consumers and build a brand, thanks to

sectors and consumer segments.

e-commerce and social media platforms. They can
also offer a wider product range, given the broader

Our larger goal was to identify the critical trends

options available to them for sourcing and

shaping the RCP industry as well as the critical

manufacturing globally. Today, there are a total of

uncertainties that might have different plausible

153 000 new companies compared

futures in the industry. In this report, we have

to 10 years ago.9

highlighted the seven broad trends we determined,
and how these undercurrents are fueling the

Amid the increasing number of products, brands,

evolution of RCP companies in the United States.

and ways to access them, another development is
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Retailers are focusing on private label brands as these
offer 25–30% higher margins than traditional brands.
underway: Brand loyalty, for the most part, is

In reaction to commoditisation and squeezed

falling to the wayside as consumers, inundated by

margins, retailers such as mass merchants, grocers,

products that seem increasingly commoditized, are

and even department stores are focusing on selling

tuning out brands.

their own private label brands. These brands offer

10

25–30% higher margins and more control in
This commoditisation is having a huge impact on the

production, branding, pricing, and promotion – all

retail marketplace. On one hand, commoditisation of

at the expense of traditional branded consumer

products has led to fierce price competition, creating a

product-makers.14

downward pressure on the price brands can command
for their products.11 On the other hand, higher

Spanning across multiple retail categories and

operational, infrastructural, and labour expenses are

channels, private label products have outpaced the

raising the cost of producing the very same products.

growth of their traditional counterparts by three

Furthermore, the options through which consumers

times since 2015.15 Within this category, mass-retail

access these products continue to squeeze margins.

private label segment sales have increased by 41%

What’s left, then, are squeezed margins, curtailed

over the past five years – about four times higher

profitability, and reduced capital returns on businesses.

than overall private label growth.16

12

Since 2017, there has been a 40 basis-point average
decrease in operating margins across

In any discussion on private labels, it would be

retail (figure 1).13

remiss not to acknowledge the changing positive

FIGURE 1

A fall in operating margins is putting more margin pressure on businesses
Apparel, footwear, and speciality retailers

Department stores

Home improvement

Oﬀ-price retailers and dollar stores

Convenience stores and drug stores

Mass merchants/warehouses

Operating margin change

Change in basis points

30

(Basis point change between 2017 and 2020E)

0

-30

COVID-19 impact:

-60

As of April 4, consumer spend across all
categories decreased more than 40%,17 placing
signiﬁcant strain on short-term
operating margin.

-90
Source: Moody’s Financial Metrics, accessed March 30, 2020.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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attitude of and growing acceptance from

COVID-19 IMPACT ON COMMODITISATION
AND PREMIUMISATION OF PRODUCTS

consumers toward store brands. The days when
consumers considered private label brands cheap,

COVID-19 has accelerated private brand sales –
in Q1 2020, dollar sales of private label products
across all retail outlets were up 15% year over
year, surpassing national brand growth by
one-third during the quarter.20 In addition to
price, supply chain constraints played a key
role in this growth, with more than 65% of
consumers trading brand preference for brand
availability amid stockouts.21 It remains unclear
if consumers will emerge with new preferences
or lower brand loyalty than we observed prior
to COVID-19, but income bifurcation will likely
continue to play a critical role in the choices
they make.

generic, and low-quality are gone. The percentage
of consumers willing to pay the same or more for
private labels over brand-name products rose from
34% in 2014 to 40% in 2019.18
Simultaneously, there’s been a move toward
premiumisation of private labels. Although
discount products still represent the majority of
private label sales, the share of premium private
labels continues to rise, having climbed from 15.7%
to 19% over the past three years.19 Meanwhile,
retailers and consumer products companies have
begun to leverage the greater control that private

Our previous research on The consumer products
bifurcation reveals that spend behaviours and
drivers differ by category when consumers
perceive a worsened financial position. For
example, in the face of economic uncertainty,
we observed consumers trade down brands
in groceries but decrease volume spent with
preferred brands in apparel.22 How consumers
perceive the change in their financial position
as a result of COVID-19 will likely influence how,
what, and how much they purchase value or
premium brands.

labels afford them to offer differentiated products
that are better suited to their customers’ needs.
Takeaway: Today, consumers have more choices,
competition is increasing, and convergence across
industries has changed business dynamics. To
remain competitive, many retailers have shifted
toward private labels – and even their
premiumisation – and are driving profitability,
consumer loyalty, and growth.

SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE
Private label products – sometimes referred to as ‘House Brand’ or ‘No Name’ products – have
traditionally been seen as value products in South Africa, and other parts of the African continent. This
is rapidly changing as customers, particularly in the lower income groups, are gradually changing their
opinion of the quality and value of private label products.
While the majority of premium private label spend in South Africa still comes from higher income
groups, retailers have continued to grow their value by offering house brands and specifically catering
for different income groups and segmenting their private label offering to broaden the appeal to
a larger base of customers. This has been inter alia supported by reduced barriers to entry and
government-led initiatives to assist local business, which has encouraged retailers to source locally.
A number of retailers are using multiple supply sources and even multiple supply chains to provide
the same private label product. Depending on supply scale, this allows retailers and suppliers to earn
greater margins than sourcing from larger and often international suppliers.
Previously, low-income customers could not afford to use their limited discretionary income on
products that were unknown to them and would rather trust an established brand to ensure that
money was not being misspent. This holds true even more so for the middle-income customer groups.
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In South Africa, the middle-income customer groups are a large portion of the population that is rapidly
growing. However given the strong value offering and promise of quality, private label products grew by
almost 10% in 2019 compared to branded counterparts with only 4.4% growth during the same period.E
Woolworths Foods, South Africa, is a good example of premium private label products, which are
perceived as high quality, and dominate branded products in its stores. Although they do offer a selection
of premium private label products, the other four large retailers in South Africa dominate the value
segment of private label sales. This range of private label products has been growing and is expected to
continue to expand as these retailers seek to penetrate more categories in the market.
As the growth of private label continues, brands continue to play a pivotal role in providing consumers
with a growing number of choices as they balance quality and disposable income. Aside from the
pricing factor, consumers now also expect innovation within this space. It is no longer enough to
merely replicate brands; retailers should drive innovation within particular categories, including taste,
packaging and size, health and wellness, and convenience.F
Understanding what product attributes are most important to consumers will allow retailers to build
further loyalty in their private label brands. This holds true especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Customers will continue to assess the brand or product attributes that they value most, with some
attributes rising in importance, or being prioritised over others. Retailers that focus their private label
development on consumer priorities now, will allow their products to be differentiated going forward
(beyond just pricing and availability) and will earn their customers’ loyalty in the long term.G
Greater private label demand and the current COVID-19 pandemic has also created opportunities
for retailers to build new local partnerships and strengthen existing relationships with suppliers who
manufacture private label products on their behalf.

Trend 2: Digital success grows
elusive as ad spend rises

which was just 19% of digital sales in 2014, rose to

Digital sales, despite comprising only about 15% of

over the last six years. This is six times greater than

total retail sales in 2019 (figure 2), continues to be

the growth rate of other digital channels

responsible for an outsized share of total retail sales

(about 6%).28

ecommerce growth in 2019.26 Also, mobile sales,
45% in 2019,27 growing at a CAGR of roughly 36%

growth – nearly 50%.23 However, as the base grows
larger, the growth rate of digital sales is projected to

The significant shift to mobile and its influence on

decelerate.24 That said, the digital sales growth rate

in-store sales have had a profoundly negative impact

will still remain higher than brick-and-mortar sales

on traditional key business metrics. The conversion

for the foreseeable future.25 So, in many retail

and average order value on mobile are significantly

categories, if you aren’t winning in digital, you aren’t

lower than desktop (1.7% vs. 4.3% and US$86 vs.

winning the battle for growth.

US$127, respectively.)31 Combining these metrics
shows that revenue per visit on mobile is 3.8 times

Within digital, a major shift is underway toward

lower than on desktop-based ecommerce.32 This shift

mobile. Mobile sales accounted for nearly 75% or

significantly reduces the return on investment

US$54 billion of the US$72 billion incremental

needed to drive digital growth.
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FIGURE 2

Digital sales growth likely to remain higher than brick-and-mortar sales in the
near future
B&M sales growth

E-commerce sales growth

US e-commerce and brick-and-mortar
(B&M) sales growth

COVID-19 impact:

As of mid-April, e-commerce YoY revenue growth was up 68%,29
surpassing 40% of total retail sales.30
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Note: Total retail ﬁgures exclude sales of items not normally purchased online, such as spending at restaurants, bars,
automobile dealers, gas stations, and fuel dealers.
Source: Digital Commerce 360, 2019 U.S. top 1000 report, accessed April 3, 2020.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Mobile sales accounted for nearly
75% or US$54 billion of the US$72
billion incremental ecommerce
growth in 2019.

Meanwhile, companies are pouring
money into digital advertising. The
domain has grown at a CAGR of 20% over
the past five years, resulting in a US$103
billion increase in digital ad spend over
the past decade.33 But most of this created
incremental total ad spend as only US$16
billion of the US$103 billion (about 15%)

was offset with a corresponding reduction in non-digital ad spend (figure 3). As a result, total ad spending is
growing at a significantly faster rate than overall retail and consumer products industry sales.

In 2019, US advertisers will spend US$129.34 billion, or
54.2% of their media ad budgets, on digital ads. By 2023,
this figure is estimated to reach 66.8%.34
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FIGURE 3

Digital ad spend is growing much faster than overall industry sales growth
Digital ad spending

Nondigital ad spending

US retail growth

Ad spending vs retail growth

COVID-19 impact:
Seventy percent of buyers have reported adjusting planned ad
spend due to COVID-19. As of April, digital ad spend was down
33%, and nondigital ad spend decreased 39%.35

(2011–2019, YoY % change)
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Sources: Jasmine Enberg, “US digital ad spending 2019,” eMarketer, March 28, 2019; US Census Bureau data.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Digital ad spending per consumer is also

spend per hour per consumer (US$0.21).40 Social’s

skyrocketing. Digital ad spend per internet user has

rising prevalence requires investment but it has a

tripled in the last nine years, increasing from

low return on investment, creating even more

US$138 to US$456 since 2011. Over that same

pressure on profitability.

36

period, TV ad spend per viewer has increased by
about 22%. Further, the increase in ad spend is not

If the growing cost of digital advertising were

just a function of the number of ads as digital ad

matched by commensurate sales growth, then

cost is also up 12% on average across channels and

higher digital ad spend would pose no problem. But

is rising five times faster than inflation.37

the reality is quite different: While digital spending
is becoming more expensive, it is generally not

The rise of social media has added a layer of

becoming more effective. For example, even though

incremental complexity to digital success. Although

advertisers have increased their total spending on

social has not yet become a mass channel for

search by 42%, the number of visits to advertisers’

transactions (generating less than 1% of US retail

websites resulting from those ads has increased by

sales in 2019 ), it is becoming increasingly more

just 11%, indicating that the cost of driving traffic is

important as a source of digital traffic, roughly

increasing and further impacting margins.41

tripling from 3.1% of referrals in 2016 to 9.1% in
2019.38 However, social has a lower conversion rate

To make matters more difficult, the rising variable

(1%)39 compared to other digital channels (2.5%),

costs of shipping and higher warehouse labour

and social spending per hour per consumer

costs are putting profound pressure on overall

(US$0.42) is double that of the average digital

margins. In many ways, the shift to digital
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commerce is a move from a higher fixed-cost model

orders, and RCP companies have been hit with

(where stores are the major fixed-cost component)

higher warehouse labor costs. The mean hourly

to a higher variable-cost model (where each order

labour wage for transportation and materials

comes with incremental shipping and

moving is about 10% higher than retail sales

fulfillment costs).

wages.43 Further, since 2014, warehouse wages

While digital spending is
becoming more expensive, it is
not becoming more effective.

have climbed by 22.6% and are expected to
continue to rise, as workers are in
short supply and high demand.44
Takeaway: The increased demand for
digital advertising is resulting in increased
costs for companies to drive traffic and

In addition to costs increasing due to the rising

engage with and acquire customers. Coupled with

volume of orders being shipped, the cost of

the incremental – and rising – costs of shipping

shipping is increasing in absolute terms as well.

and labour in fulfillment, companies are

Between 2010 and 2020, ground shipping rates of

experiencing a deterioration in already thin (or

major carriers increased 75.8%, while air shipping

even nonexistent) margins for digital sales. The net

rates soared by 80%.

effect is that while the allure of digital growth

42

remains strong, the ability to profitably pursue and
Besides shipping, labour is also eating into margins

satisfy that growth remains under tremendous and

with demand rising for workers to fulfill digital

ever-growing pressure.

COVID-19 IMPACT ON DIGITAL GROWTH
COVID-19 has accelerated digital channel growth. By mid-April, online orders grew 130% year over
year,45 with meaningful gains in categories where digital commerce penetration had been historically
low, such as grocery. With consumer mobility significantly decreased, desktop share of digital traffic
has seen an uptick, as consumers swap their phones for computers while at home. However, it is
unclear how these trends will manifest in the long term as stay-at-home orders are lifted and stores
re-open.
The spike in digital orders has had significant fulfillment implications for retailers, with order picking
and last-mile delivery adding to the cost and complexity of the exercise. While consumers have
demonstrated a willingness to pay for on-demand fulfillment in the short term, it remains to be seen if
they will continue to offset the cost of delivery in the future.
Despite the increase in digital traffic, many companies have reduced ad spend through Q2 2020 in
response to consumer spend and supply chain constraints. This has caused digital advertising costs
to drop by mid-April – the price of digital ads dropped 35–50%.46 Whether or not this revised trend
is temporary or here to stay is unclear, as the lasting economic impact on and sustained changes in
consumer behaviour are still unknown.
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SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE
Evidence suggests that the store format evolution will continue to be shaped by the ever-changing
needs of the customer. The South African shopper will interact more digitally than in the past with
retail channels. Creating new and innovative channels to reach shoppers is a trend that has been
accelerated by COVID-19. The increasing rise of channel partnerships and new opportunities to reach
consumers through technology is also a trend that will continue to challenge traditional brick-andmortar outlets to evolve beyond size and proximity. It is expected that digital commerce will increase
exponentially for certain categories and will grow at double digits over the next few years, albeit it off
a low base.
The cost of servicing these digital channels and funding this new growth will continue to remain a
challenge for retailers. While in many instances these costs are borne by the retailer, we suspect that
over time, some of these costs will be shifted to the pocket of the consumer. In addition, integrating
costs into the existing retail business model (as opposed to treating digital commerce platforms as a
separate anomaly) will be key to success for retailers. Ultimately, harmonising consumer experience
across all channels will be vital. Finding the right balance between online and offline customer
engagement, owning the ‘moments of truth’ with consumers and touch point relevance, will all be
important to grow market share.

stores (25%), and drug stores (16%).49 One

Trend 3: Brick and mortar
becomes smaller and closer

common trend among these smaller stores is that
they’re moving closer – both in terms of location
and inventories – to the consumer.

Much has been written about store closures over
the past decade. While there’s certainly been

But this doesn’t mean warehouse clubs and mass-

weakness in some retailers and formats, the reality

merchant stores have become passé. These

is that brick-and-mortar retail is not dead. As of

traditional big box retailers are also unleashing

2019, stores still accounted for 85% of retail sales,

their own small-store formats and making

47

and we can even see healthy growth in some

themselves more accessible to consumers.50 And

categories (figure 4). COVID-19 further

while the mass-merchant retailers accounted for

demonstrated the importance of the physical store,

only 5% of store openings in the past 10 years, they

with many brands and retailers experiencing

have been massive drivers of retail sales, which

significant revenue loss from the temporary closure

grew by 9% between 2017 and 2019.51 In both small

of stores.

and big format, there is one commonly overlooked
value proposition that’s not in line with the

While the store count has increased in the past 10

predictions on “showrooming” – that these

years from 244 000 stores to 270 000 stores,

retailers are actually deploying products closer to

square footage at US retail stores has dropped by

the consumer.

4.4% (figure 5). The growth of small-format stores
such as convenience, drug, and dollar stores has

Perhaps surprisingly, e-commerce has helped

been a driving force in the long-term decline in

propel the evolving role of physical stores in

store sizes.

bringing inventory closer to the end consumer.

48

The vast majority of stores that opened in the last
10 years were dollar stores (46%), convenience
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FIGURE 4

Some categories of brick-and-mortar retail have seen healthy growth
2017
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2019
Net store changes by category (2017–2019)
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Source: Greg Buzek and Lee Holman, “Retail’s renaissance: The true story of store openings/closings,” IHL Services,
July 29, 2019.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

In-store fulfillment of online sales drove one-third

would be shortsighted to only consider the size and

of e-commerce growth between 2015 and 2019 and

location of the stores without analysing their role.

has quadrupled in the past five years.

A major value proposition of both big and small

52

successful retailers is their ability to position
Takeaway: Physical retail stores are not dead, but

inventory close to the consumer and become

they are certainly changing. They’re getting smaller

accessible both physically and digitally through

and coming closer to the consumer. However, it

stores.

FIGURE 5

Square footage at US retail stores has dropped by 4.4%
Square footage per store
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Source: Nielsen, “Assessing retail store size and the impact of e-commerce,” June 12, 2019.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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COVID-19 IMPACT ON BRICK-AND-MORTAR RETAIL
Nearly 60% of retail square footage in the United States was forced to temporarily close due to
COVID-19.53 Historic lows in consumer spending, coupled with pre-existing balance sheet challenges,
may mean a proportion of temporary store closures becomes permanent as retailers rationalise
their networks and streamline costs. It remains unclear which categories will or will not recover, but
department stores and soft good stores (e.g., apparel) may have the highest risk as these categories
tend to be larger in format, and consumers often decrease spend on these retailers in the face of
economic uncertainty.54 Should impacted retailers close store locations, the market may realize a
further decrease in the average square footage of brick-and-mortar stores.
The dramatic shift to e-commerce has also accelerated the redefined role of the physical store,
and many retailers have rejigged their stores to serve as order fulfillment centers to meet digital
demand and drive last-mile execution. It is not yet clear whether this acceleration will be sustained
by consumers maintaining digital shopping behaviors or if we will see a normalisation to pre-COVID
trends as restrictions are lifted and stores reopen.

SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE
Formal retail space in local neighbourhoods has always been hotly contested between the major food
and grocery retail chains in South Africa and this is likely to continue. In addition, the move towards
smaller and multiple store formats, with closer proximity of brick-and-mortar retail to consumers was
already a trend finding its way pre-COVID-19. Having the option of convenience shopping at a local fuel
station forecourt while refuelling your vehicle is a good example.
Although informal and often small-scale retail is pervasive across certain markets in Africa, the
introduction of small formal local retailers through franchise partnerships is on the rise. These new
formats offer communities greater convenience, access to more goods and services at affordable
prices while enabling traders and entrepreneurs the opportunity to partner with strong and
established retail brands. This model allows franchise partners to have quick and easy access to
experienced retail and market know-how, the ability to leverage existing procurement and supply
chains, stock their shelves with an ever increasing number of private label products supplied by the
franchise partner, be equipped with better systems and technical retail support and have access to
loyalty and marketing support to grow their consumer base.
Exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, discussions around the accelerated growth of digital
commerce continues to gain momentum with the emergence of a number of online trading channels.
There is no doubt that this trend is important for retailers which will continue to grow in importance
(see trend 2). However, in our view the current scale of existing physical brick-and-mortar formats,
conveniently situated close to the markets they serve, will continue to dominate and capture the lion’s
share of food and grocery sales. Consumers will continue to be drawn to retailers that respond to the
local idiosyncrasies and offer unique consumer experiences as and where they are needed.
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Trend 4: New models,
growing impact

By no means are these alternative business models
exclusively attributed or limited to certain sectors
or products. They are a broad industry reality,

Retailers and consumer products competitors

impacting retail and consumer products – from

continue to expand outside of their traditional

grocery to apparel and from pet food to beverages.

revenue models to accelerate growth and meet the
changing consumer. Direct-to-consumer, food

When viewed individually, these new models and

service alternatives, subscription services rentals,

companies still have a small share of overall

marketplaces, and resale are all growing in

category sales within the industry. Further, each

popularity to drive new revenue streams.

individual company’s ability to survive may be in

These new models, in aggregate, are
creating significant disruption for
RCP companies by amassing material
market share.

question. However, in aggregate,
these models are creating
significant disruption for
incumbent retail and consumer
products companies by amassing
material market share. For
example, the combined alternative
business models in apparel (such

For instance, as of 2019, food-away-from-home

as rental, resale, subscription, and flash sales)

expenditure surpasses food-at-home

gained 1.4% of incremental market share between

expenditures,55 non-traditional models such as

2016 and 2018 (figure 6); they are projected to

ghost kitchens and food delivery is accelerating.

continue to amass an additional 1% of US apparel

Ghost kitchens and virtual restaurants are expected

market share annually each year through 2023.62

to grow at a 17.2% CAGR through 2026, while
56

FIGURE 6

food delivery growth is expected to hit US$23.4

Alternate apparel business models are
expected to continue to grow through 2023

billion, with 8.7% growth in the United States
by 2020.57

Alternative business models market size in the
United States (US$)

This goes beyond just the food sector, with the

Rental

growing number of “direct-to-consumer” (DTC)

Subscription

brands estimated at around 400 today, and rising.58

Flash sale

$46.0B

Online trends suggest web traffic for these DTC
brands has roughly doubled, while advertising has
$16.5B

increased by 50% over the past year.59 Meanwhile,

$22.0B

the total revenue for subscription businesses grew

Resale

COVID-19 impact:
Year-over-year apparel
spend decreased 73% as of
April 4,63 slowing the
short-term growth of
alternative apparel models.
2016–2023 CAGR
by alternate
business model

about five times faster than US retail sales (18.1%
versus 3.8%) from 2012 to 2019.60 In apparel,

10.6%

secondhand market resale grew at 15.6% CAGR for

20%

the past three years, with more than 1 000 outlets

12.4%

– both pure digital and now traditional retailers –

2016

now offering rental services.61

2018

2023-E

15.6%

Note: 2023 numbers are projected assuming
straight-line growth.
Source: Deloitte analysis of key trends in apparel and
footwear, 2019; Allied Market Research.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Takeaway: Individually, new models may seem

COVID-19 IMPACT ON BUSINESS MODELS

like insignificant specks in the sea of traditional

COVID-19 has accelerated the adoption
of nontraditional models in “essential”
are going to be fully viable and successful in the
categories such as food, grocery, and
future. However, the aggregation of new models is
pharmacy. For example, in April, consumer
collectively gaining ground, accelerating, and
spend on meal kits, online grocers, and
becoming a much bigger and more material
prepared food delivery services increased
competitor for market share – and RCP companies
by 40% to 70%.64 Conversely, COVID-19
has decelerated short-term growth of new
need to pay attention to this trend.
models in non-essential categories such
as apparel, where consumer spend has
seen a decline of more than 70% versus last year,65 and health concerns prompt consumers to rethink
resale and rental models.
business models, and it is unclear which models

Past trends reveal that economic uncertainty often results in changing consumption habits and the
emergence of new models. The Great Recession of 2008 accelerated structural changes in the industry,
resulting in exponential digital commerce growth, new competitive entrants, and the growth of offprice and discount models.66 Given economic and consumer changes related to COVID-19, we expect
the proliferation of new models to continue, but it remains unclear which models will sustain impact in
the long run.

SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE
Retailers have for some time pursued alternate sources of revenue. Traditionally, this has resulted
in retailers offering Value-Added Services (VAS) in store to existing customers and also to attract new
customers. Examples of VAS products offered include: prepaid airtime and data, prepaid electricity,
money transfers, bill payments, lotto tickets, travel and entertainment ticketing, funeral insurance and
more recently cross-border and local money transfers.H Many retailers have also positioned the use
of VAS to differentiate their value proposition which has become an integral part of their consumer
acquisition and retention strategies. These services continue to grow and expand rapidly. For example,
a major retailer in South Africa has invested and created a new parcel delivery brand that allows
customers and businesses to send, collect and return parcels to over 2 000 points across South Africa
within its retail footprint. It has shipped more than one million parcels since inception three years
ago. Retailers are also collaborating with other organisations to widen the scope of VAS services. For
example, a retail company in South Africa has entered into a collaboration with a bank to provide
kiosks in its store for common customers. Retailers expanding outside of their traditional revenue
models to meet the changing needs of consumers is likely to continue.
Direct-to-consumer, foodservice alternatives, subscription services rentals and resale business models
are all growing in popularity to drive new revenue streams internationally – so too in South Africa. The
COVID-19 pandemic has shifted and accelerated consumer behaviour with respect to food home
delivery. Dark or ghost kitchens are delivery-only establishments that provide meals through delivery
partners and although still in infancy, they have started to emerge in South Africa offering burgers,
pizza’s and healthy meal options.I Also, a number of new marketplaces or ‘super apps’ have recently
been launched. These marketplaces can serve as a viable digital channel to access new markets that
were previously out of reach especially for small businesses and service providers.
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Looking forward, retailers need to consider how they can leverage their brand, operations and
assets to meet the underserved and fast changing needs of consumers. The extent to which retailers
can deliver robust, seamless and user-friendly digital experiences will be fundamental in capturing
additional revenue streams and rolling out new business models in the increasingly competitive
consumer market.

Trend 5: Convenience as
the new battleground

FIGURE 7

Retailers that oﬀer convenience are
driving the majority of market growth

Despite the buzz around “experiential” retail, in our

Others

study of the RCP market, we found that it’s not
“retail-as-theatre” that’s driving the majority of

Mass merchants

Drug stores

growth in the market (figure 7). Instead, it’s the
retailers that offer convenience that are driving the

Grocery stores

Convenience stores
(in-store sales)
E-commerce

Growth in retail in the United States: US$433 billion
% of retail growth by category (2016–2019)

maximum market growth, as nine out of 10
consumers said they’re more likely to choose a
retailer based on convenience.67 We estimate that

33%

in 2016–2019, retailers offering convenience as a
major component of their value proposition drove

47%

67% of total market growth.
In particular, US convenience stores, with 153 000

11%

stores serving 165 million consumers daily, saw a
16th straight year of record in-store sales

1%
3%
5%

Source: US Census Bureau retail sales, excluding fuel and
motor, food & drinking service sales.

(excluding fuel and gas), growing at 1.8% CAGR to

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

achieve US$242 billion in sales.68 This growth was
seen in store footprints as well – for each

Although as of 2019, consumers still made over

convenience store chain that had a net closing of

85% of their purchases at brick and mortar,

stores, there were 30 convenience store chains that

e-commerce-only companies had driven

saw net openings of stores in 2019. A net increase

approximately 47% of the incremental growth in

of 5 230 stores over the past three years shows the

retail spend of the past three years.71 And

importance of growing the retail footprint to ensure

convenience is the main factor driving online

accessibility to consumers; 93% of urban shoppers

growth: It is the primary reason 43% of US

and 86% of rural shoppers have a convenience

consumers make purchases online.72 Consumers

store located within 10 minutes of their homes.70

said it is the number 1 reason they shop with the

69

largest online retailer – that commands 37% of
digital sales in the United States.73
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Consumer preference
for convenience is fairly
consistent across all
retail segments; it is the
primary reason 43% of US
consumers make purchases
online.

“convenience” increasingly being defined by
contactless shopping, on-demand fulfillment,
and inventory availability. As such, there has
been a surge in mobile payment usage,77
delivery app downloads,78 and buy-onlinepick-up-in-store (BOPIS) adoption.
For many, this acceleration is driven by
scarcity of other options, while others
have opted for these models because they
perceive them to be safer and healthier.79 It
remains unclear whether this acceleration
of convenience will continue and reach a
new plateau or if demand for convenience
will revert to the trajectory observed prior to
COVID-19.

Among all product categories, grocery has risen to
the forefront as the most desired area for
convenience, as 63% of consumers find it very
important when it comes to selecting a grocery
option.74 However, consumer preference for
convenience appears to be fairly consistent across
all retail segments,75 and retailers offering and
prioritising convenience as a major component of

SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE

their strategy have largely driven incremental

Convenience will continue to be one of the
key drivers of retail growth in the South
African market. As such there is a strong focus
from retailers to position store footprints
in close proximity to their customers to
provide them with a convenient local channel
in which to shop. The COVID-19 pandemic
has also accelerated the home delivery
channel for retailers, with major retailers
either opting to acquire home digital driven
delivery capabilities or develop them inhouse to service the last mile. There are
however some retailers in the market that
are still in the process of developing this
capability. We suspect that retailers will
continue to focus effort and scarce resources
to develop these capabilities further to meet
consumer demand from certain segments
of the market. In doing so, they will need to
overcome the challenges of the high costs
currently associated with this channel as well
as understand how to effectively integrate this
channel into their existing business model.

growth in the market.
Takeaway: While many espouse the “experiential”
aspects of store retailing, winning in convenience
seems to be more important for growth in retail. As
retailers continue to raise the bar for convenience,
consumer expectations are likely to grow as a
result. A retailer does not need to exemplify every
aspect of convenience to be considered as
“convenient.” But in building a strategy, it appears
to be critical to understand the target consumer
and the type of convenience your consumer craves.

COVID-19 IMPACT ON CONSUMER
PREFERENCE FOR CONVENIENCE
Prior to COVID-19, consumers had made
it clear that convenience matters. The new
normal has accelerated this trend, with more
than 50% of consumers spending more on
convenience to get what they need,76 with
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Trend 6: Health and
sustainability … for some

Data shows that high-income consumers spend
roughly three times more of their disposable
income dollars on food-related expenses than low-

The terms “health consciousness” and “sustainable”

income consumers. This is due to the underlying

have been gaining momentum among consumers,

economics: Though they may spend more on food

product marketers, and retailers over the past
decade. Consequently, the market for sustainable
and health-focused products has been growing at
an unprecedented rate (figure 8). It contributed
nearly 50% of total consumer products sales
growth between 2013 and 2018, at a CAGR of 5.2%,
four times that of conventional product sales.80
However, despite such healthy growth rates, these
goods only account for 17% of the overall market.81
And research shows that these products tend to be

Products labeled as
“healthy” or “sustainable”
tend to market to higherincome consumers who
have the means to spend
more on such products.

more expensive than their conventional
counterparts.82 Digging deeper, we can see

items, high-income consumers devote a

economics playing a critical role in consumer

significantly lower percentage of their disposable

purchasing behaviour for healthy and

income to food expenses vs. low-income consumers

sustainable products.

namely,8% vs. 35%, respectively (figure 9).83
Therefore, it’s no stretch to say products marketed
as “healthy” or “sustainable” – putting aside the

FIGURE 8

Sustainable product sales are forecasted for continued growth
Actual sales

Forecast
Sustainable product sales in the United States
(2014–2021, US$ billions)

COVID-19 impact:
As of April 4, consumer spend on sustainable goods had surpassed
US$33 billion, up 15.8% YoY, and performing four percentage points
better than conventional products.85 It remains unclear whether this
acceleration is driven by consumer choice or out-of-stock conditions.
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question of whether the labels are factually

“healthily” more often shopping at convenience stores

accurate in absolute terms – tend to market to

than high-income consumers. Convenience stores

higher-income consumers who have the means to

and dollar stores have a higher proportion of

spend more on such products.

consumers with lower household incomes, with 42%

84

and 46% of total consumers, respectively.87
Moreover, this trend of health-conscious foods also
plays out at the actual locations where consumers

Income disparity is not only pronounced in terms of

shop. High-income consumers, who generally place

product marketing and purchase, but also evident

greater emphasis on eating healthily, tend to shop

when we examine the actual state of consumers’

for “healthy” and/or “organic” products in smaller,

health. Ironically, while there’s been a significant

traditional grocery stores and establishments

increase in health-focused spending, the overall

where fresh produce and other healthy and

health of US consumers has relatively declined lately.

sustainable items are sold. However, the traditional

For example, life expectancy fell from 78.9 years in

grocery channel has lost more than half of its food

2014 to 78.6 in 2017 for the first time since 1959, then

retail market share over the past 30 years to non-

rose to 78.7 in 2018, but still falls short of the 78.9

traditional grocery stores such as convenience stores

years reached previously.88 Not surprisingly, the

and dollar stores, which are less likely to sell these

biggest decrease in life expectancy rates is seen in the

types of products. Lower-income consumers, on the

low- and middle-income population, who are also at

other hand, tend to place less emphasis on eating

the greatest risk of obesity (and subsequently

86

FIGURE 9

High-income consumers spend lower percentage of disposable income on food
than low-income ones
Food expenditure and percentage of disposable income spent on food
Average annual food spending, in US$ thousands

Percentage of income spent on food
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diabetes).89 Obesity has almost doubled in the last 20

COVID-19 IMPACT ON HEALTHY
AND SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

years in the United States with no sign
of improvement.

COVID-19 has significantly altered consumer
spending habits for healthy and sustainable
products. More than 40% of consumers
have increased spending on hygiene (e.g.,
hand sanitizer, medicines) as a result of
COVID-19.91 In addition, there has been an
observed spike in sustainable products92 and
organic sales,93 but it is unclear how much of
this volume increase was driven by consumer
choice versus availability of options amid outof-stock conditions.

This does not necessarily mean that low-income
consumers are not concerned about the values of
health and sustainability; indeed, surveys of
consumers would seem to indicate they are. But while
consumers “will repeatedly say ‘yes’ on surveys that
they are willing to pay more for environmentally
friendly products,” when presented with having to
make a choice on spending their dollars, such values
become relative and they’re less likely to follow those
sentiments.90 This is because purchasing decisions

Income disparity is likely to continue to
play a key role in the growth of health and
sustainability markets. By April, more than
50% of lower-income households had
reported a job loss or a pay cut as a result of
COVID-19, versus only 32% of upper income
households.94 This outsized economic
pressure on the discretionary budgets of
lower-income households may further
bifurcate health and sustainability spending
across income levels.

are shaped by economic constraints.
Takeaway: While it’s true to an extent that the
consumer is becoming more “health conscious” and
“sustainability seeking,” viewing consumers through
a single lens and believing they’re behaving alike
would be misleading. The trend toward improved
health and sustainability has implications on
consumers’ wallets, welfare, and shopping
destinations thereby presenting challenges and
opportunities for retailers and consumer products
players alike.

SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE
South African consumers have become increasingly aware of the importance of sustainability and
the environmental impacts associated with their purchasing and shopping habits. In particular,
Millennials, Generation Z and Generation X are the most supportive in holding brands to account for
the environmental and social impacts of their products.J
A 2019 Deloitte Africa report highlighted that there has been a significant increase in the number
of social media conversations relating to sustainability and environmental impacts in retailK. While
acknowledging that retailers are making efforts to minimise their impacts, consumers are now
criticising retailers for not doing enough to protect the planet, including questioning the slow
transition away from plastic packaging and the impacts that the lack of retail recycling programmes
have on ecosystems, flora and fauna.
Retailers are increasingly focusing on other key environmental issues, such as water usage, food
wastage and energy consumption, as well as looking at sustainability across all facets of their
business models. The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated certain aspects of this and as an example,
has tasked retailers to relook their sourcing and product category strategies.
Consumers are also becoming increasingly health conscious, although unhealthy options are
generally cheaper and more accessible for a large portion of the population.L
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And, although consumers are starting to have conversations about the sustainability impacts of
products, the reality on the ground is that affordability remains a key factor in buying decisions.
There has also been a low price, discount and ‘two-for-one’ mindset that is playing out in the South
African grocery marketplace. A cursory glance in a local print press will quickly reveal a plethora
of broadsheet advertisements, offering any amount of products at discounted prices. Often these
specials entice consumers to buy larger volumes than they ordinarily would, perhaps adding to the
wastage factor of food consumption.

Trend 7: Consolidation in
retail and fragmentation
of market share

Interestingly, we found that the retail industry has
actually become less volatile with a decreasing
amount of market share being “traded” among the
top 230 retailers, marking a noticeable decrease in

In discussions on disruption to an industry, it is

overall market share volatility for the last four

easy to get broad agreement that it is occurring, but

years.95 This is driven largely by the regained

the problem arises when you attempt to define it

footing of mass retailers, continued dominance of

or, further, attempt to measure it. As we worked to

large online retailers, and continued strength and

measure the disruption in the RCP industry, we

growth of off-price behemoths, who were all

hypothesised that disruption, in essence, results in

gaining share at the expense of mid-sized retailers.

aggressive changes in market share volatility with
disruptor companies aggressively taking share

In particular, the top 10 US retailers have gained

while those being disrupted donate share.

market share with an increase of 320 basis points,

Increased disruption leads to amplified

driving the overall market consolidation, as the

competition and, hence, to increased changes in

mid-size retailers have lost 230 basis points.96

market share churn, or what we call and measure

Thus, there is less volatility now than previously

as market share volatility.

measured, marking a reduction, at least by this
measure, in the degree of industry disruption. Of

However, volatility alone doesn’t tell us what is

course, if your company is being disrupted, this

happening, as the give-and-take of share could

may be a hard conclusion with which to agree.

indicate the big getting bigger and the small

Further, the current volatility is being driven by

becoming less relevant—also called

consolidation around big players who have

consolidation. Conversely, volatility could mean

regained their footing and show strength to the

the opposite with smaller, more nimble players

extent that they are collectively growing faster than

stealing share from larger, more traditional, at-scale

the market (figure 10).

competitors namely called fragmentation.
This growing trend of market share concentration
Once again, we turned to empirical data to evaluate

is not unique to any specific retail sector, from

this notion of disruption, volatility, and changes in

apparel to grocery. However, the pace of the

market share concentration. Our aim was to

concentration trend differs, as consolidation in

provide insights to help understand the market

apparel is four times faster than consolidation

dynamics at play.

in grocery.97
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On the other hand, when we look at consumer

COVID-19 IMPACT ON DISRUPTION
AND RCP INDUSTRY

products, we see a very different story, in fact,
exactly the opposite. Fragmentation, which can be

With the closure of “non-essential” physical
retail locations, consumers shifted spend
to select physical and e-commerce retailers
that can provide essentials and deliver
their convenience needs (e.g., on-demand
fulfillment, inventory availability). As a result,
shares of “essential” retailers increased
more than 10% year to date as of mid-April,
compared to double-digit declines in the S&P
500 and Dow Jones Industrial Average.101 While
it is unclear who the winners will be, the impact
of COVID-19 could further accelerate retail
consolidation, creating an environment where
a small set of players emerges stronger at the
expense of smaller or independent players.

described as “death by a thousand paper cuts,” is
manifesting itself in this space. Even as reduction
in barriers to entry unleashes an onslaught of new
competitors in the market, ease of consumer access
through digital channels and marketplaces is
enabling smaller brands to grab market share. It is
worth noting that 58% of the sales of the biggest
marketplace retailer in the United States is
generated by third-party sellers.98 When we look at
packaged foods, for instance, we see smaller
competitors are eating away market share with a 25
basis points yearly average, and this is only
accelerating over time (figure 11).99 In the beverage

At the same time, the pandemic has
accelerated short-term fragmentation of
packaged goods, but it remains unclear
whether the increased shift toward smaller
competitors is a true signal of consumer
demand or a temporary behaviour driven
by supply chain constraints and stockouts.
Looking ahead, economic uncertainty
may have longer-term implications on
fragmentation, as brands become increasingly
challenged to overcome decreased consumer
spend and increased operational challenges.

sector, the top three behemoths in alcoholic drinks
and soft drinks lost 280 basis points and 120 basis
points of their market share respectively over the
last three years.100
Takeaway: On one hand, the market share of US
retailers is being consolidated with large, at-scale
players. On the other, both new players and
incumbents in consumer products are experiencing
market share fragmentation, driven by an
increasing number of options and the explosion of
brands. Frankly, both trends – consolidation and
fragmentation – can be considered as disruptive
but in different ways, as they are creating unique
challenges and opportunities for RCP companies.

SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE
African retail is made up of a combination of informal and formal retailing channels. These channels
vary by market and are influenced by many factors including the marketplace maturity, local culture
and consumer preferences. The continent’s retail market is highly fragmented and dominated by the
informal sector which accounts for more than 90% of retail sales. An exception to this is South Africa
where the formal sector accounts for 60-70% of retail sales. Given the current dominance in terms
of store formats, footprint, size and scale of the existing grocery retailers in South Africa, we do not
expect to see major fragmentation in this market segment in the near future. To the contrary, we
expect existing retail players to grow stronger and become more efficient as they strive to meet the
needs of the growing population whilst at the same time satisfying shifting consumer preferences.
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Setting the strategy for an
uncertain future

J

UST LIKE CROESUS, industries and companies

expenditure is as important to a grocery retailer as is

have been trying to predict the future for as long

the growth of home delivery of groceries.

as anyone can remember, but more often than
With this in mind, RCP companies need to

not with limited success.

embrace scenario-planning, but in a broader
While we determined that many of the predictions

way where data drives potential outcomes.

on the RCP industry shared some common flaws,

Here’s how they can do this:

their analysis and understanding enabled us to
better understand where and how to look at

• Instead of relying on prophecy-based predictions,

changes ushering in trends in the industry. Moving

seek to understand and measure the trends

forward, retail and consumer products companies

that impact your business, utilising internal and

must take a granular view to identify – and react to

external data from traditional and nontraditional

– the intricacies of these disruptive forces and the

sources. This likely means forming partnerships

trends at play. Rather than coming up with (and

in order to have access to data sources

paying heed to) predictions that are self-serving,

produced outside your organisation.

companies should recognise that there is a higher
order of operations that becomes apparent.

• Pay special attention to trends emerging on the
horizon, because reaction time has become

“It is not in the stars that hold
our destiny, but in ourselves.”
— William Shakespeare

a strategic differentiator.
• Avoid gadget-chasing, and instead define
opportunities in the context of consumer
economics of time and money.
These activities, in tandem, will help retail and

While many may want to prioritise technology

consumer products companies to move beyond the

change as pre-eminent, the data tells us that the

shortcomings of a prophecy-based approach to a

consumer economics of time and money is of the

new, more concrete way of assessing the potential

highest order. Further, as the wallet of many

future evolution of the industry. This approach,

consumers is pressured, RCP companies need to

which is more pragmatic, data-centric, and focused

open the aperture and recognize that they’re

on consumer trends and economic opportunities

competing for share of wallet, not just share of

we can observe and measure, will also enable them

category. In this context, they need to understand

to better inform their decisions, strategy, and

that rising health care costs is as big a threat to an

investments and chart their own future growth in a

apparel retailer as the growth of a brand competitor.

disruptive market.

Similarly, the shift to food-away-from-home
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Contact us
Our insights can help you take advantage of change. If you’re looking for fresh ideas to address your
challenges, we should talk.
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